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CONTACT US
If you have any questions please do
not hesitate to contact us.
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T: +45 98294166
E: smi@smi.dk

TARGETING DOCTORS AND
HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONELS
Providing even more effective advertising opportunities
SMI integrates and structures all relevant clinical information sources into a single
clinical decision support system that enables physicians and pharmacists to find
what they need with just one search. Evidence-based medical information from recognized content providers are delivered as raw data for direct import into our database, where they are subsequently attached with ATC codes, mapped with European
drug ID´s and integrated with country-specific drug information, so that all relevant
data sources are structured in a single system. This enables faster and more integrated searches crisscrossing sources of information and country borders, as well as
integration with electronic health record systems.
Trusted Information
We believe in medical credibility and protect our and your reputation with careful
balance between editorial content and advertising, meaning your messages always
will stand out and be seen by your target group without compromising credibility. As
an integral part of the medical community, we offer you a partnership with us that
build prestige and recognition with an influential audience.
Why Advertise on SMI
Legal restrictions in EU, prohibits pharmaceutical companies in their ability to market themselves towards their target groups. Our platform offers you the opportunity
to gain critical access to the healthcare professionals who have the final say when
prescriptions are being made.

ESTIMATED REACH:

25.000

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
BY 2017
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PRODUCT PAGES
When a physician or pharmacist searches the portal for a specific drug, the first page
he or she encounter is the product page. The product page contains information about
characteristics on the specific drug. We offer the opportunity to customize the product pages in the portal by giving you access to a content management system. Here
you will be able to write text and upload video or images. Additionally, we enable you
to edit the page in pure HTML, making the product page an embedded site of yours
with all the benefits you know from any other website such as blogging capabilities,
video-streaming and the like.

RATES
The pricing will be dependent on which country you want the rights to, as some countries have larger populations than others. Product pages will therefore be offered at a
country-by-country basis. The example below is for Denmark.

Standard (Denmark)
DKK 995 per month
1 main product page
2 languages
5 sub product pages
10 sponsor link
20 ad-words per sponsorlink

For further quotes, please contact our sales team at smi@smi.dk

PLEASE NOTE
Advertisements are accepted subject to availability and SMI approval. Third part banner advertising is not permitted without extensive testing from our production team.
Advertisements supplied remain the responsibility of the advertiser and should comply with ASA standards, UK. Medicines Control Agency regulations and ABPI Code of
Practice. Contact us for more information.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
File Types

JPG, PNG, GIF, MPEG4, PDF

Max HTML page load

512KB of your content

Additionally

The product page is editable in HTML, which allows for
total customization. Please do not hesitate to contact
us if you have any questions regarding this.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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File Type

Text

File Size

Max 160 characters

Search Word

A search word must relate to at least one sponsored link

Sponsored Link

A sponsored link must relate to at least one product page

SPONSORED LINKS
The sponsored links in the SMI portal works as you know it from Google Ad-Words.
It is context-specific advertisement i.e. advertisement that relates to the content the
user is watching in the present moment. For example, when a physician search for a
specific disease the sponsored links section may show medications that relates to that
disease. Clicking on a link will take the user directly to the corresponding product page
where all relevant information about the drug is gathered. This enables the manufacturer of the drug to become top-of-mind with their product by providing valuable
clinical information at the point of care.

RATES
We offer up to 10 free sponsored links and 100 search words for every unique product
page. Sponsored links will be rendered in the correct context according to the content
displayed, however, initially it will be randomized with regard to similar sponsored
links.

PLEASE NOTE
Advertisements are accepted subject to availability and SMI approval. Third part banner advertising is not permitted without extensive testing from our production team.
Advertisements supplied remain the responsibility of the advertiser and should comply with ASA standards, UK. Medicines Control Agency regulations and ABPI Code of
Practice. Contact us for more information.
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SPONSORED NEWSLETTERS
SMI holds an extensive list of e-mails on physicians and pharmacists using the portal
which we use to inform recipients of new product features or changes affecting their
experience with SMI. We offer advertisers the opportunity to present their message in
these newsletters by means of three different banners. This is a unique opportunity
to get a message right in the inbox of the decisionmakers.

RATES
Option

1 week

2 weeks

440 x 200 pixels

DKK 10.000

DKK 8.000 /week

250 x 300 pixels

DKK 5.000

DKK 4.500 /week

250 x 200 pixels

DKK 4.000

DKK 3.500 /week

FRONTPAGE ADVERTISING
The frontpage is the starting point of every encounter with SMI. From here the physician or pharmacist can navigate to every corner of the system. Furthermore, SMI lists
important news and advertisements which are relavent to the user.

RATES
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Option

Price

CPM

DKK 250

CPC

DKK 50
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Website:
Phone:
E-mail:

www.smihealthcare.com
+45 98294166
smi@smi.dk

